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**Editorial of the Week**

Peace Time Rationing Urged To Aid Starving Europe

Food is a weapon of peace. If we can see our countries able to afford to save the suffering fallen by the starving millions of Europe and Asia, we will have gone a long step in winning the war. There will be no "sea-battle of Europe". We are now in the "land battle" of Europe. We are providing the "food for victory" which is the "food for peace".

After the war, we found ourselves in the midst of a food crisis. But we triumphed. Our food commission, headed by the great engineer, was successful and food could be used as effectively as arms. The theory was established. Now we are determined to see that the same thing is done in other countries, particularly in those countries which were judged the food famine by the Allies. The food situation in many countries is now as critical as it was during World War II.

Have we learned our lesson? The evidence shows that we have. Mr. Hoover, after his trip abroad studying the food situation, is active in his efforts. Let us all be active in supporting the efforts of the Food for Peace Commission.

Argentina will inaugurate a rationing program on the first of July. Here in this country, the War Ration Board has been men. They have worked hard to ensure that we, as a nation, have a workable diet of 800 calories. This is more than a full grown man needs to work a full week at hard labor. Surely we can give up some of our abundance to help those in need.

A student group at the University of Minnesota is organizing a stamp sale to support the Red Cross. They have asked that all students sign up to sell stamps to neighbors and friends. They have also asked that petitions be sent to the President of the United States asking him to support the program. They also advise that we send telegrams to Washington expressing our support of the program.

**Man Of The Week**

Trovist Goes Wide Experience By Extracurricular Activities

Selected as Man of the Week for this issue is Mr. Trovist, an outstanding example of the engineering student interested in a variety of backgrounds of knowledge and experience.

A seventh form mechanical engineering student at the University of Michigan, he has been active in the Steampipe Society, a technical group of upperclassmen. He has also been a member of the University's Honor Society, a group of upperclassmen selected on the basis of scholarship and leadership.

While at high school, Trovist was an active member of several academic organizations, playing in the school band as drum major. He was also a member of several debating and dramatic groups. In his last year, he was elected class president, and he was also a member of the varsity football and track teams. While at Michigan, he was a member of several extracurricular activities, including the University's student newspaper, the Michigan Daily, and the University's student radio station.

In his junior year at Michigan, he was elected to the Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, a national honor society for men in the field of mechanical engineering.

While at high school, Trovist was an active member of several academic organizations, playing in the school band as drum major. He was also a member of several debating and dramatic groups. In his last year, he was elected class president, and he was also a member of the varsity football and track teams. While at Michigan, he was a member of several extracurricular activities, including the University's student newspaper, the Michigan Daily, and the University's student radio station.

**Technology News**

This week, the Technology News reports on the work of the GI students at East State University. They have been working on a project to develop a new type of battery. The project is in its early stages, but the students are excited about the potential applications.

The GI student group consists of several engineers and scientists from East State University. They have been working on the project for several weeks, and have already made some significant progress. They have been testing different materials and configurations to see which one is the most effective for their purposes.

The project is being supervised by Dr. Johnson, a professor of electrical engineering at East State University. He has been working closely with the GI students to ensure that they are on the right track.

The GI students are hopeful that their work will be completed in the next few weeks. They are excited about the potential applications of their work, and are looking forward to presenting their findings at a conference in the near future.

**The Collegiate World**

The Collegiate World is a weekly newspaper published by the students of East State University. It covers a wide range of topics, from campus news to world events. This week's issue features an article on the GI students' battery project, as well as a profile of Mr. Trovist, the Man of the Week.

The GI students are excited about their work and are eager to share their findings with the world. They hope to have their battery ready for use by the end of the semester. They are looking forward to presenting their findings at a conference in the near future.
Junior Week Activities, 1944

Fraternities & Sororities

PappaPhi
The Alpha Pi Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi held its annual pledge dinner-dance last Friday evening at the Oak Park Arms Hotel. The entire chapter and its present and former members were present at the affair held by the pledge.

Traditionally, each pledge class must provide entertainment for their peers and their guests during this evening. The entertainment for this evening was a form of a show which was held in the school auditorium. The show consisted of a presentation by the Alpha Pi chapter.

Sigma Omicron Lambda
The Sigma Omicron Lambda chapter has recently received its charter from the national headquarters. The charter was presented to the chapter at a special ceremony held on the campus.

Theta Xi
An election of officers for Theta Xi for the fall term was held last week.
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Siga...
Netmen Face Marquette Tuesday
Techhawks Win Sixth Straight
North Central, Beloit Loyal are Defeated

The Technet has snapped and about three wins to their record during the past week to put their current streak at six in a row and eight victories in the season as a whole. Tomorrow morning they will meet Marquette University at 9 a.m. on the Armory Square courts in what should prove one of the highlights of the entire season.

The Wolverines, in seven matches this year, have lost only to the University of Wisconsin. The Badgers won the annual invitational singles match with Jerry Kall of the University Central to earn a spot in the finals with Technet through three to seven and four to two. The Wolverines won both singles matches and the third double match to put their team at a 3-2 victory over Technet.

On Tuesday, Dan fronted the Alpha Sigma Phi team to get the win over Pi Kapps by a score of 15-7. The Alpha Sig team, which also took place on Tuesday in two of three matches, had most of the upper hand over the Pi Kapps. The Pi Kapps completed the Delta 7 to 0 loss in the first match of the night, but the rest of the matches were dominated by Alpha Sig, finishing the night with a 15-7 final score. The Alpha Sigs went on to win the consolation match on Thursday, securing their place in the finals. The matches were held at the Armory and were well attended, with many spectators cheering on the participants.

Interfraternity Track Meet
Highlights Junior Week

The Interfraternity Track Meet events will be held on Friday and Saturday. The meet will include running, jumping, and throwing events.

The weather is expected to be cool and pleasant, making it a great day for track and field. The meet will be held on the Homecoming Saturday and is open to all students and faculty. The track meet will feature events such as the 100-meter dash, 400-meter dash, and long jump. The meet will also include relay races, hurdles, and the triple jump.

The Interfraternity Council organized the meet, and the Alpha Sigma Phi team has been training hard for this event. The meet is a great opportunity for students to participate in a fun and healthy activity, and it also helps to build school spirit.

The Alpha Sigma Phi team has been working hard to prepare for the meet, and the team is ready to go. They have been training for weeks and have been doing sprints, jumps, and throws to improve their skills.

The meet will be held on the track at the Armory, and it is a great opportunity for everyone to come out and support their favorite team. The meet starts at 10 a.m. on Friday and ends at 5 p.m. on Saturday.

The meet is open to all students and faculty, and the Alpha Sigma Phi team is excited to show off their skills. It is a great opportunity for everyone to come out and support their favorite team.
Alumni Association Will Award Certificates of Honor to Four

Four professors will be presented with certificates of Honor to Four tomorrow evening at Congress Hotel. They are: Dean of the Alumni Association, Professor Harry P. Baldwin; Dean of Faculty, Professor A. T. Blasdel; Dean of Students, David W. Johnson; and Dean of Administration, Professor R. C. T. Wilson.

Landsman Awarded A Swope Fellowship

Professor A. C. T. Wilson has been awarded a Swope Fellowship by the American Institute of Mining Engineers. This fellowship is being awarded to Professor A. C. T. Wilson by the American Institute of Mining Engineers for his contributions to the field of mining engineering.

Musical Organizations to Give Colorful Junior Week Concert

The IIT music department will present their Junior Week concert at 8:30 p.m., Wednesday afternoon, in the Student Union Auditorium. The program will consist of selections by each of the musical organizations.

Rho Epsilon Pledges 8 Men

Rho Epsilon, an engineering fraternity, pledged 8 men in a meeting held on Wednesday afternoon. The pledges include: George D. Hobbs, John F. H. Houle, Frank G. A. Johnson, Samuel H. L. P. Peterson, Louis J. A. St. Clair, and F. G. A. F. Willett. The pledges were chosen from a list of men for next year in the field of mining.

SAME to Elect Officers at Meeting Friday

The American Society of Mining and Metallurgy will hold its annual meeting Friday afternoon. The meeting will be held at the Congress Hotel. The officers to be elected include: President, A. C. T. Wilson; Secretary, H. F. Johnson; and Treasurer, R. C. T. Wilson.

Same to You

Congratulations on your graduation and best wishes for future success in your endeavors.
Welcome to Open House, 1946

We, the students and faculty of Illinois Institute of Technology, are happy to welcome you to our 1946 Open House. Sponsored in 1939 due to the war, this year’s Open House reflects the Institute’s extensive expansion in Technology Center, the former Armour campus. The departments of Engineering and Science, located at 719 South Michigan Avenue, were built on several new buildings which are the budgeting of Illinois Institute of Technology for the campus development. Already completed is the Technology Center, a 40,000 square foot facility. Under construction as of now, the new buildings include a new Academy of Science and a new school of architecture. The larger structure will house the architectural classes, from freshmen through seniors, and will be completed by 1948. BIOLGY

Among the exhibits shown at the department of biology is a toad in a university of biology, which shows the anatomy of a toad. The toad is exhibited in a tank and is the exoskeleton, which is the outer skeleton of the toad. The tank contains a solution of water, which is the solution that is exhibited in the tank. The tank is filled with water, which is the solution that is exhibited in the tank. CHEMICAL ENGINEERING

4th Floor, Main (A)

The equipment of the chemical engineering department will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. The program consists of the chemistry curriculum, which will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. CHEMISTRY

3rd Floor, Main (A)

A department of the chemistry building will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. The program consists of the chemistry curriculum, which will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

1st and 2nd Floor, Main (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. RUSSIAN ENGINEERING

5th Floor, Main (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING

117, Memorial (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. PHYSICS

101, 102, 103, and 104, Physics (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. PHOTODERMAL INDUSTRIAL LABORATORY

116, Chemical Engineering (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. PRISONARY SOiD LABORATORY

Illinois Tech’s solid state “institute” will be on display at the fall open house. The institute will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. RESISTOR-ARMED LAMINATION LABORATORY

116, Chemical Engineering (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. RESISTOR-ARMED LAMINATION LABORATORY

116, Chemical Engineering (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building. WIRELESS LABORATORY

116, Chemical Engineering (A)

A combination of the departments of electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and civil engineering will be shown in the exhibit in the Chemistry building.